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There are some good reasons for studying recursion theory on inadmissible 
structures. First the study of degrees in a-recursion theory (a is always admissible 
in this paper) leads naturally to questions about inadmissible structures. A typical 
example is the minimal a-degree problem, where one wants to construct a 
minimal a-degree which is recursive in 0' (a minimal a-degree cannot be a-r.e.). 
The natural framework for this construction is the structure (L.~, C) where C is a 
regular complete Xl set. This structure is inadmissible if a is not X2-admissible 
(see [5], [10]). 
Further the study of degrees in recursion in higher types is closely connected to 
degree theory on inadmis~;ible structures: for a normal functional F"+Z(n >! 1) the 
crucial structure (M,.(F), F), which contains all computations in F and a type n 
object, is inadmissible (see [3], [8]). 
A third reason is the conjecture that "~l-admissibility is a crude global 
hypothesis which obscures the finer points of recursion theory" (Sacks [8]). This 
conjecture became very convincing because Sy Friedman [2] solved Post's prob- 
lem for many/3 which are not admissible. So it seems to be the case that recursion 
is really not that important in order to prove the basic theorems of recursion 
theory (the recursion scheme fails in general if the considered ordinal is not 
admissible). The program is then, to study recursion theory on every limit ordinal 
t3. For this program the results of Jensen about the fine structure of the 
constructible hierarchy turned out to be of crucial importance. In fact/3-recursion 
theory can be considered to ~e that part of the fine structure theory of L which 
deals with questions that are inspired by recursion theory. 
Finally, inadmissible recursion theory is interesting from the conceptual point of 
view. Several definitions which are equivalent in admissible structures define 
different classes in inadmissible recursion theory. Further, inadmissible structures 
are a good field for studying those effects which are potentially contained in the 
basic notions of recursion theory but which can't be studied in admissible 
structures because they are too "special". 
* This paper was written at MtT, Cambridge, MA U.S.A., where the author was supported by the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
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Inadmissible recursion theory was first considered by Sy Friedman [2] ~. He 
introduced several definitions of "recursively enumerable" w!,ich are equivalent 
i~l admissible structures but give tise to different classes in inadmissible structures, 
We follow Friedman in taking the weakest one (Et-definability) as the definition 
f¢)r "r.e.". The classes which are defined by the str¢mger definitions (tame r.e., 
strongly r.e.) are interesting because their elements have more of the properties of 
an r.e. set in an admissible structure. A characterization f these smaller classes 
makes it possible to get an idea of those objects which are really new (e.g. sets 
which are r.e. but not tame r.e.). We would like to compare this situation with the 
step from ordinary recursion theory to admissible recursion theory, It turned out 
there, that the study of those a-r.e, sets which are regular respectively hyper- 
regular (properties which every r.e. set in ordinary recursion theory has) was a 
good way to find those effects which are new in admissible recursion theory, 
Re,~ults and methods of this paper show that it makes sense to divide inadmissi- 
ble structures into weakly and strongly inadmissible structures, The E~-cofinality 
of /3, Et-cf/3 (which is defined by considering only those functions cofinal in /3 
which are /3-recuvsive) is a good measure of the remaining "admissibility" of an 
inadmissible /3. We call 13 weakly inadmissible, if E~-cf/3 is large enough so that 
one can project/3/3-recursively into this ordinal, we call/3 strongly inadmissible 
othe~'wise. 
As the main tool for the study of weakly inadmissibie structures we introduce in 
Section 1 the "admissible collapse". This technique makes it possible to reduce 
many questions about weakly inadmissible structures to questions about admissi- 
ble structures. 
Concerning the investigation of tame r.e. and strongly r.e. sets in strongly 
inadmissible /3 it turns out that it is useful to consider "tame projections",, a 
concept which is introduced in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we are going to speculate about the interpretation of :~ome 
defini:ions in recursion thc~,r'y, 
Tl~.e paper is largely self contained but some basic knowledge about constructi- 
bility is usefal (see Devlin [1] for details). 
O. PreIi~fi.na.ries and a remark about gaps in the constru~:tible hierarchy 
We follow Friedman in using Jensen's version (,/v) ol" the constructible hierar- 
chy, but if thz reader doesn't like this hierarchy he may always read L~, v for gv 
and Lcs for St~ in the following (except ;or the remark about gaps). More details 
about the (Jr) hierarchy can be found in [1]. 
Every rudimentary function (pairing, ~:tc.) can be obtained a~'~ the composition 
i [2] will be contained in Friedman's forthcoming papers "/3~Recursiol~ Theory", "Post's Problem 
Without Admissibility" and "Forcing in /3-Recursion Theory". 
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of special rudimentary functions /;)~ . . . . .  F~, Tt~en the fimction 
~(v):=(gu(v})u vu{u}) 
i 
is a rudimentary function as well. Define the hierarchy (Sv[3' e On) by So = ¢~ 
S~+1 = 5e(S~) and S~ = U r<~ S~. 
Define for any transitive set U : rud(U)= the smallest X __ U U {U} such that X 
is closed under rudimentary functions. If we defne then J~ = So 4. for every 7, we 
get the Jensen hierarchy which has the following properties: Jo=~l, J~+~ = 
rud (J~), Jx = U~<~ Jr" This hierarchy is closely related to the (L~) hierarchy. We 
have d~= Lo=O and for all 3' L,o+r = V~+~,nJ~+.,, hence J~=L r i f f  ~o. 7= 3' (for 
example if 3' is admissible). Every Sv is transitive, we have 7 < 6 ~ S r ~ S~ and 
rank (S,o . )=OnnS, ,~= ¢o • ~. Further (S,, I v<~o.  y) is uniformly E~S,o.v (i.e. 
uniformly definable over S~,.~ by a ~-formula) .  
For the rest of the paper /3 is always a limit ordinal. 
A total function from /3 onto S~, ~I,--.~K,~ is A~-definable over every S~ (though 
not uniformly). A total 1-1 oato palling function/3 x/3 ~ 13 is A~-definable over 
every St3 as well. We are going to reserve the letter K for /3-finite sets, i.e. 
elements of S~. 
Let B _c S~ be regular over S 0, i.e. Vcr </3 (B n S~ e S~). We always write 2] for 
the structure (St3, B)  (or more exactly, <St3, e,  B)). 
A set A ~ S~ is defined to be 93-recursively enumerable (~-r.e~) ill A is 
Et-definable over ~. A _c S o is ~-reeursive ifl A and St~ - A are 93-r.e. A (partial) 
function f:St~--* St3 is called ~-recursive iff the graph of f is ~-r.e. (a function 
g:M--~ N is always totally defined on M if we don't say that g is partial). We 
write r.e., recursive etc., if it is clear which ~ we mean. 
E~-cf 93, the E~-cofinality of 93, is the least ordinal 3' ~/3 such that a 93-recursive 
cofinal function f:  y--+/3 exists. 2]*, the E~-projectum of 93, is the least 3' ~/3 such 
that ~ 93-recursive I-1 function f:/3--~ 3' exists. 2] is called admissible, ;f E~-cf 93 
=/3. If 93 is inadmissible and E~-cf ~93"  we call 93 weakly inadmissible, if 
'~ ~-cf 93 < 93* we call 93 strongly inadmissible. 
Both ~q-cf 93 and ~* are (J-cardinals, i.e. 93~(Et-cf93 is a cardinal) ~nd 93~(93" 
is a cardinal) unless Z~-cf93 or 93* equal/3. The following property of ~-cardinals 
is proved in a way similar to L~GCH.  If O is a/3-cardinal, Ke  S~ and K~_ S,, for 
some ~r < p then K e S o. (The usual argument is dubious in the case where /3 has 
the form "r' + o~. But in this case we can apply the uniformization theorem to the 
set S. c) Friedman [2] proved that every/~-cardinal p > ~o is ~-stable,  i.eo S o <:~, St~ 
(S~, is a ~e lementary  substructure of S#). This shows that for all inadmissible sets 
S# a larges't /3-cardinal ess than /3 exists (this result is in general not true for 
inadmissible strt:ctures 93). An easy stability argument shows that /3*</3 for all 
inadmissible sets St~ which implies that every /3-cardinal is admissible. 
Reducibility relations for sets A, D ~ S~ are defined as follows: 
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A ~g,e D ~-~ there exist ~-r.e.  sets W,, W,. such that for all K ~ S~ 
g~ A ,*-~::lt-lt, Hz~- S~, ((K, H, ,  H2)~ IV., :, H~ ~ D^ ?'!~g S~ - D), 
K ~ St~ -.- A ,e~3H~, H2~ Sg ((K, ttj, H2)e W,,A H~ _q D A H~ ~ St~- D). 
A ~wm D ~-, there exist ~-r.e.  sets IV,., W,, such that for all x e S~ 
x a A "~']H,, H26 & ({x, H,, H:)6 W,^H,  G D ^H2~- & - D), 
x ~ S~ -A  o~H, ,  H~ St~ ((x, H,, H~)6 W,,AH, ~_ DAH2~ St~ -D) ,  
One usually reads "A  <~ D"  as "A  is reeursive in D"  and "A  ~ D" as "A  is 
weakly recursive in D"  (see Section 3 below for some problems concerning this 
interpretation). 
~3-degrees are the equivalence classes on p(St~) which are generated by the 
relation "=~" .  We always write 0~ for the degree of the empty set and ()~ for the 
degree of a universal ~-r.e.  set. We say that a degree has certain properties 
P~ . . . . .  P,, iff there exists an element of the degree which has all the properties 
P, . . . . .  P,,. 
Remark 1. Observe that the notions of/3-recursion theory are suitable for proving 
very easily most of the results about the length of gaps (see [7]) for the 
(Jv)-hierarchy, using facts from above and Jensen's uniformization theorem. 
As an example we consider Theorem 4.4 from Marek-Srebrny [17]. Let p, 7 ~ aJ~f be 
given such that 7 > p. Let 8 be the first ordinal greater than 7 which starts ti gap of length 
p. Then th is gap h as exactly length p. (By definitkm 3 s tarts a gap of length p iff 
v, ,  < a ((L - . L )n  ~,(~,)--~:  A (J%,,-- &) n ~(,,) = 0 ^  (J~+,,, ~- L)  n 0 ( , , ) ,  ¢)3 
Proof by contradiction. Define fl : ::: ~o. (a + p + t). Let K ~/3 be the tS-cardinality 
of ,o • (6 + p). By out" assumption and the Uni~'ormization Theorem we have K > ~o 
and in fact K > 6 (since 6 starts a gap). Consider the following £~ formula @: 
,b:=-~o-, r (o ->v~,r=o-+o, , ,wr '<o , ( (L -L , )np(o~)#O)^(L - J , , )np(o , )=¢) ,  
We have S~q~, therelore by the £~-stability of K, S,,~4>, a contradiction. 
Othc  results about the length ,,f gaps are derived in a similar fashion, using 
appropriate /3 and xZj formulae qk 
Results about partial gaps follow as well. Devlin proved in [7]: if y is not a gap 
ordinal, then 3,+ 1 is not a a , -gap ordinal (i.e. (A,J.,. ~--Jv+,)lq.p(~o) ~:0). 
A proof in /3-recursion theory goes as follows. Consider St., with/3 ~ ~o. (3' + 1). 
/3 is inadmissible, therefore /3*</3 and of course /3~o.  7. Further w is the 
cfi-cardinality of ~o • 3' because 3' is not a gap ordinal (Uniformization Theorem), 
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therefore /3"= co = v,z-cf/3. Then there exists a 1-1 /~recursive projection from 3 
onto co (see Section 1) which implies that 3,+1 is r~ot a ~:gap .  
1. The admissible collapse ot weakly inadmissible structures 
I~. is obvious that the E : rep lacement  Axiom holds in inadmissible structures ~ for 
functions which have a/3-finite domain of/3-cardinality less than 72:cf ~.  Further 
E :c f~ determines, how much "recursion" we have in ~.  
Lerama 2. ~-c f~3+ I is the least ordinal ?, such that the following scheme of 
definition by recursion over ? fails: 
I( G : St~ × ?--~ St~ is a total ~-recursive function then there exists a total ~3- 
recursive function F: ? --~ St~ such that 
Va<3, (F  t aeS  o^F(a) - -=G(F  t a, 3)). 
Pr~of. Gb,,~ous. Observe that one doesn't really need that G is totally defined on 
Sty× 7 for 7~<E:c f~.  It is enough to know that dom G is such tkat a tota', 
function F:  3'--~ St~ exists somewhere in V which satisfies the recursion equation 
for all /5 < y. 
By L :mma 2 we can assume that the cofinal ~3-recursive function q :~:c f  ~--~ 
/3 is in addition strictly increasing and continuous. We are going to write q for 
such a function in the following and we always write K for Ea-cf~3. 
Friedman proved that one can always define a ~-recursive projection of/3 onto 
max(E :c f~,$B*) .  For the case that ~3 is weakly inadmissible one has another 
proof of this fact. Let [:/3 ~ ~3" be a ~-recursive projection. Define /5:/3 ~ ]£t- 
cf~3 by /5(~)= (tr, ~,)~-~(~r is minimal such that S~,,)~[(6) = ~'). Since rg t5 is Al~ 
we can define by Lemma 2 a 1-1 onto ~3-recursive map g: "21-c[~ --~ rg/5. Define 
then P : = g- 1./5. 
For the rest of this paragraph we assume that ~ is weakly inadmissible and we 
fix a ~-recursive projection P of/3 onto K. We assume for convenience that P has 
the property that Vx e K (P(x) = 2 • x). 
The following predicate ~'~ [3~ for ~ is defined similarly to Kleene's T- 
predicate: (x. y, z)~ ~ T~--~(S~, S~ f ' lB )~(y ,  z), where q~(y, z) is a ~,~ formula 
which defines the universal ~j predicate over ~.  We always write (.,-, .)~ if we 
want to emphasize that set theoretic pairing is used. 
We collapse T to the predicate T c_ K by defining (x,y, z)6 T 
~, (P-~(x), p.~ l(y), p- l ( z ) )  ~ ~. T is, as well as T, A1 definable over ~.  We call 
the structure ~:=(S~,  T) the admissible collapse of ~3. T is regular over S~, 
because T ffl-y 6 S o for every 3, < K and K is a /3-cardinal. 
If A _ K is v~ then A is E l~.  Let ~ be the Ea formula which defines A over 
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'21[. Then 
x e A *--*~ zt;t 6 n 3K, H (K c_ 7 ^ H ~_ K - T ~, :; U H = )t ^  (S~, K)~ qt(x)) 
and by using the dcllnition of ~ this car be written as a Y.q formula. 
On the other hand AY.q~ implies A~2, ~ for A ~ K because then for some e e 
we have x ~ A *--~??t~3y ((y, P(e), x )e  T). "?his implies that 2[ is admissible and that 
N-recursive (gl-r.e.) is the same as ~-rect,rsive (~-r.e.) as far as subsets of S~ are 
concerned. 
Remark 3. Harrington defined in [3] (se, ~. also [8]) a collapse which used a 
similarly defined predicate T. His collapse makes it possihle to reduce some 
questions about degrees of type n+2 objects which are r.e. in some fixed 
functional F'-~2(n ~ 1) to questions about sets which are ~,~ definable over an 
admissible structure (L~[T], 7') (T is there not regular over L~). The main purpose 
of Harrington's collapse is the elimination of the gaps between subconstructive 
stages of the computation hierarchy. 
Although we Lave shown so far that we can represent ~-r.e. sets A by 9.I-r.e. 
sets in the admis:,ible 9.1 (consider the projection P[A]  of A) ,  this doesn't help 
much if we want to get information about degrees in ~ by considering degrees in 
9.1. The reason is the following. If A, B ~_ K and A ~<~ B, this doesn't imply A ~ B 
because the reduction procedure in ~ doesn't reduce questions K c A, K _~ K - A 
for K ~ St3- S, to questions about B. Analogously A ~<~B doesn't imply/~ ~B 
for A, B c_ K because the reduction procedure for A<~B might ask questions 
K_. B, K_  ~: - B for K ~ S~ - S~ in order to answer questions K'_c A, K ' _  K - A 
for some K'~:_S,,. We call sets A~K /3-immune, if they are " immune" with 
respect o those sets K_c: K with K e Sfj- S, which cause this trouble. 
Def i~i t ion .  A _. K is ~- immune ~,VK ~ S o (K  c_ A v K c_ K - A --~ K ~ S~). 
A 13-immune set A has the property that for every B_~ K 
and 
B ~A --~ B <~ A. 
Especially if B is /3-immune as well we get A-<..~Be+A~4~B. 
Although /3-immune seems to bca  strong requirement, he following construc- 
tion shows that every degree in N contains a 0-immune ,set. The idea is the 
following. We construct a partial N-recursive characteristic function Xta of some 5 
i 
(partial) set M~_ K. We insure that the order type of K-dora XM is K and that for . 
set M 'c  K the following holds. If XM-- XM' (XM' is the characteristic function i:i: any 
for M') then M' is fl-immune. For any set A c K we can find then a/3-immiane set ?; 
¢, 
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/~ Oi the same G-degree by inserting XA into ~-dom XM. This defines the 
characteristic function of some set /i, with XM c X,~. 
We do this formally by defning a function f :  K ~ K such that f has only values 
of the form (0, 0), (0, t), (1, x) with x e K. If f (0.)=(0,  0) or [(0.)= (0, t) then 
XM(0.) is defined and has value 0 or 1 respectively (we define X~.(cr)= 1 for 
elements 0. e M). [(0.) = {1, x) simply says that ¢r is the xth element of K-dora XM. 
The function [ is constructed as follows. We take a :D-recursive numeration G 
of all sets K ~ K such that K e S v - S, where dom G = K. We define by recursion 
over K a ~-recursive function F: K ~ So such that for every 0. < K F(0.) is the 
graph of an initial segment of f which is defined on an ordinal ¢ where 0. ~ r < ~. 
We write F (< 0.) for U~,.<,, F(O). In the recursion step we take 
F(cr) = F(< 0.) U (dom F(< rr), (1, o")) if 0. = 3 • 0.', 
= F(< or) U {(~', (0, 0)) [ dora F(< tr) <~ r ~ btx(x >t dora F(< or) A X e G(0.'))} 
if ~r=3.0 . '+1,  
= F(< 0.) U {(~', <0, 1>> j dam F(< 0.) ~< z ~ ixx(x ~ dora F(< a) A X e G(0.'))} 
if 0"=3.0" '+2.  
This construction succeeds because dom F(< 0") < ,¢ for all o-<~: due to the 
definition of K as E~-cf~. 
For any set A c K we define fi~ by setting 
x,~(0.)  = 0 i f  f (o-)  = (o, 0) ,  
= 1 if f (0" )  = (0, 1), 
=XA(X) if f(0.)= (1, x). 
It is obvious that ~d-recursive functions g, h can be defined such that for any 
A ~ K and x ~ K, x ~ A ~ g(x )e  f* and, if A# 0 and A# K, x e .4 <--> h(x)e A. This 
implies that for any Ac  K, A =~,/t. We further have that A is 
~,, ~I(ll,~)l ,A,~[) iff fi~ is ~,,9.1(lI,~I, A,,9I) for every n ;:~ 1 and A is regular over 
S, iff ,~ is regular over S~. 
We are now in the position to determine the relations between some stronger 
notions of "r.e." in ~.  At the same we find out which ~-r.e.  degrees are 
represented by /3-immune ~[-r.e. sets. 
First we recall some definitions from [2]. Let ~ = (So, B) be any structure. 
A ~ Se~ is tame r.e. (t.r.e.) in ~3*-~{Ke Sv [ K _ A} is ~-r.e.  For A c_ S~ let Atg(A) 
be the set of those first order formulae with parameters from So, which consist of 
a string of bounded quantifiers followed by a matrix in which (beside the predicate 
B) the predicate A occurs, but A occurs only positively. We identify these 
formulae with ordinals in /3 by some fixed coding. 
Definition. A is strongly r.e. (s.r.e.) in ~-~the  formulae of A~(A) which are true 
in (~, A) form a ~-r.e.  set. 
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Definition. A is n..r,e,,~the true sentences of zti~(A) involving (n -1 )  alterna- 
tions of quantifiers form a ~-r.e. set. 
For later t,~e we further introduce: 
Definition. A is n -r.e. the true sentences of zi~(A) involving exactly n quan- 
tifiers form a ~-r.e, set. 
Observe that for admissible ~ all these notions give the same as ~-r.e. Further 
ior any ~ we have that t.r.e.+regular implies s.r,e., s.r.e, implies n-r,e, and n'-r.e. 
for all n and l'-r.e, implies t.r.e. ([2]). 
Theorem 4. Assume ~ is weakly inadmissible. Then for any degree b in f~ the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) b contains a i.r.e, set, 
(2) b contains a t - immune ~l-r.e. set, 
(3) b contains a t.r.e, regular subset D of {3 such that every K c D has an order 
type less than K and such that VCc_ S o (D <~ C--e, D <~ C), 
(4) b contains a recursive set, 
(5) b contains a set which is recursive, t.roe, and regular. 
Proof. (1)-->(2). Let Ac_S~ be t.r.e. We first construct a t.r.e set A* such that 
(a) A=~A* 
and 
(b) VC ~ St~ (A*~-~w,~C - , A* ~C) .  
Define A' := {~ I K~ N A # ¢} and take A* := q[P[A']]. Then we have 
J (~ St~- A <--,3rl (K= K, A q( PO? ) ) e S o - A *) 
which shows A~A*  since A is t.r.e. We further have 
K c St 3 - A* ~ 3or, K', rt (K ~ q(cr) ^  K' = {z e ~r [ q(r) e K} ^  
K,, = (.){K,. I P0?')e K'IAq(P(~?))e SO -A* ) .  
A* is t.r.e, because A* is ~)-r.e. and every K_~ A* has an order type less than K. 
This establishes (b). Since A*<~w~A, we have (a). 
We define then C:= P[A*] and take a t- immune set C~ out of the ~-degrce of 
C as described previously. Then A* ~.~ (~ is obvious and we get A* ~<~ C~ by the 
property of A*. Since (~ is/3-immune we have to consider only sets Ke  S~ for the 
proof of C ~ A*. Since ¢£~ is reducible to C by the 91-recursive function h (except 
for trivial cases), we ,nay reduce questions K_  C', K _~ S o - 6' to questions K' c C, 
K'__ K -  C with K 'e  5'~. For these sets K' we have P-~[K']e S o so that the latter 
questions can be reduced to P-~[K']c_A*, P-~[K']c_S~-A*. This shows 
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(2)--*(3). For A ~- immune and r.e. we take an r.e. set D'c_K such that 
A =~D'  and D '  is regular over S, (apply the Regular Set Theorem in 9.I). We 
proceed then to £3' which is again of the same ~[-degree as A, regular, r.e. and in 
addition ~3-immune. Define D": = {r/e K 1 K,  N / ) '  # ¢}, using an ~-recursive map 
~ K~ from K onto S~. Then we take D := q[D"]. D is ~-r.e.  and because very 
Ke  S~ with Kc  D has an order type less than K D is in fact t.r.e. D is regular 
over St3 because D' and D" are regular over &. We have further that for any 
K e S~, 
K~ S¢~ - D ~--~3t!, K' ,  r/(q(or) > KAK'={,,.~orlq(r) e K}A 
tie KAK,  = U {K~ l re  K'}Aq(n)e St~-D). 
/)' is t.r.e, and for any K e Sa: 
Kc_St~-15'o3r l r=K3K'e& (K '=KNKAK n =K' Aq(r l )eSa-D) ,  
which shows /)'~<m D. We have D ~<~/5 '  since 
x e S~ - D o::l~r (q(or) < x < q(or + 1) v (x = q(or) ^  K,~ ~ S~ - L~'). 
Since this implies D ~<~aE) ' and A =n/ ) '  implies A =~/5' the proof of this step is 
complete. 
(3) ~ (1). Trivial. 
(2) ~ (5). Take a set A ~ b according to (2) and let • be a £~ formula which 
defines A over 9.I. According to the proof of (2 )~ (3) we may assume that A is 
regular over &. We define 
A ' :=  i{m r/}.~ 10re K A38 e K (q(8) = ~1A(S,. S,, f3 T}~ q~(8))}. 
A '  is obvio~lsly regular and A '  is t.r.e, because we have for any K e S~: 
I¢ c_A'~-~.~3~3K'(K'={~leOnl3or~K ((or, ~l)e K)}^ K_~ ~×K'^ 
~K"~ S~ (K'= q[K"]^ K"c_ A A 
Vor ~ ~ ((or, q(8)) e K --> r ~< or)))). 
Using tl:at q is continuous we get that A '  is recursive. We get A ~<~.4.' because 
for any K~S~:  
K~_ Sa -A~..>]K'e & (K '= K ~ ~ ^  ~ x q[K']c_ S~ -A ' ) .  
Finally we have A'~<~A because for any Ke  S~: 
K c_ S o - A',,-+~3oro(K ~S,~(,,o~A::IK' ( '  = {8 ~. cr o [ ::1o, e ~-. ((~r, q(8))~ K)} 
/\::lKt, K2a & (K'= K~ U K2AK~_ A A K2c_ S~ -A  
r, VS,- K~ =lr~ ~ ((&, &f' l  T)~[q~(~)] 
~, Vr '<  r((&,, &,, n/')IF- "-1 ¢(~)  
~,Vor e K ((m q(a))e K --> or < r)))))) 
(we use here tha~ A is regular over S~). 
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(4)--~ (1). Let Acb be recarsive. Define A'~{0,  1}×S o by 
A' := {(0, K)t KN A# 0}U{(I~ K) 1Kf ' JSt~-A#¢} 
and take D:=q[Pu[A'] ]  (Pu is a recursive projection o[ St~ onto K). Then D is 
r.e. and A <~ D is obvious, because for any K ~_ S~: 
K c_ A o ( t ,  K)~ Si~ - A 'oq(Pu( (1 ,  K)))~- S~ - D 
and 
K c_ S~ - A ~-~ (0, K) e S~ - A '  --* q(Pu((O, K))) ~ S~ - D. 
In addition we have for any K E ~:  
K c O ~ 3K '~ S. (K ~:~ q[K']A BK,. *(2 e S~ (K, :~ {/~ 1 (0,/~) e~ Pi)'[K']} A 
K~ = {/~ J (1,/~)~ Pu'[ K']} ^  K, U K2 = Pb'[ K ' ]^ 
VKe K~::tx (x ~ ff~^x~ A)^V/ (e  K2 ::Ix (x~. /~^xa St~ - A))). 
We ca~ express this by a ~,~ formula over ~, which shows that D is t.r.e., because 
K~ and K2 have in ~ cardinality less than ~. 
Finally D~A follows from 
K ~_ S~ - D o :icr o (K ~ Sq(~,o)/', :IK'(K' = {or ~ O'o I q(cr) ~ K} ^  
:IK~, Kz ( K~ = U {/< [ (0, / ( )e PulIK']}^ K, ~_ S e - A ^ 
g~ = g { R J (1, R)  c~ Pu'[ K']} ^  K2 _~ A ))). 
Revlark 5, All steps in the preceeding proof except (2)--~ (3) and (2)-~. (5) are 
obviously uniform, i.e. we can defne for these steps ~-recursive functions ]:,.j such 
that ]i.i computes for a given index e of a set W,. ~ b with property i the index of a 
set Wt,,(~)e b with property j. The steps (2) - ,  (3) and (2)--~ (5) are not obviously 
uniform but nevertheless uniform, because the Regular Set Theorem for ~ (which 
is applied for these steps) is now available in ar~ uniform version ([6]). 
Remark 5. Theorem 4 contains the following (uniform) Regular Se~ Theorem for 
weakly inadmissible structures D: for every t.r,e, set C we can find (uniformly) a
regular t.r.e, set Dc[~ with C=~D.  
A first step toward a regular ~et theorem in inadmissible recursion theory was 
taken by Friedman [2]. He proved that for inadmissible /3 with gc/3 C =the 
greatest/3-cardinal) not greater than max (X~-cf /3, /3*) the following holds. Every 
s.r.e, set has the same/3-degree as some s.r.e, regular set. The restriction for gc 13 
was not mentioned in [2], but is needed at point d), p. 47. The restriction to s.r.e. 
set ~ is essential, because we only know through the regular set theorem for t.r.e. 
sets ab,Jve that t.r.e, and s.r.e, degrees are the same in weakly inadmissible ~. A 
regular set theorem for s.r.e, sets in strongly inadmissible /3 is of no interest 
because we have there A =0 ~1 for every s.r.e, set A (see Section 2 below). 
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Remark 7, There are weakly inadmissible /3 such that the t.r.e, degrees coincide 
with the degrees containing regular/J-r.e, subsets of fl (see Example 18 below). 
Let R be the set of those ~-degrees b for which we gave equivalent characteri- 
zations in Theorem 4. The structure of R is determined by 
Theorem 8, Assume that 78 is weakly inadmissible. Let S be the set of r.e. degrees 
in the admissible collapse ~ of fS. Then there exists an isomorphism I : S --~ R, i.e. I 
maps S 1-L onto R and for all a, a '~S we have a-~a'~--~I(a)<~l(a'). 
We have that O~ <~ I(0~) <~ O~ and for any 78-degree b we have that C ~w~3 b ~-~ 
I(O~)<.~b, where CeO~ is the universal ~,~ set in ~. 
Further, there is a choice function F, which picks out of every degree b in R a t.r:e. 
regular set F(b)E b such that for all a, a'~ S 
a <<-~ a '~ F(l(a)) <~ F(l(a')) ~ F(I(a)) <.~ F(I(a')), 
which implies that F(l(a)) is recursive iff a - 0~n. 
Prool. We pointed out before Theorem 4 that every a e S cuntains a /3-immune 
9d-r.e. set A. I(a) is then defined as the degree of A in 78. Observe that every 
/3-immune set is trivially t.r.e, in ~. The definition is independent of the choice of 
the /3-immune r.e. set A~a and I is 1-1 because A=~A'~-->A=~A' for 
/3-immune sets A, A'. Theorem 4 tells as that I maps S onto R. 
It is easy to see that C~l (O~t) .  ~herefore I(O~)~b---~ C<~,~b for any 
~-degree b. For the other direction tal..e a recursive set A e I(0~). Define 
A' :=I(0,  K) t KnA~¢}U~( i ,  K) t KnS~-A~¢}.  
We have then that for any Ke  So: 
K ~_ A o (1 ,  n )e  S~, - A 'o (e ,  (1, t<))e S~ - C 
and 
K c_ St3 - A ~(0,  K)e S~ - A'  ~-~(e, CO, K))~ St~ - C, 
where e is some fixed index. 
Friedman ([2], Theorem 2.4) showed that C is ~ot recursive in any recursivc 
~-degree (because the complete ~2 se~: is weakly re~ursive it= C and any set which 
is weakly recursive in a recursive set is A~) ,  therefore we have --~ C<~I(0~). 
The choice function F is given by Theorem 4. 
We can now directly apply results from admissible recursion theory in order to get 
information about recursive degrees in ~. For example the following Corollary 
follows from Shore's splitting theorem [9] and the preceding: 
Corollm~. Let ~ be weakly inadmissible. Then the fallowing holds. 
(a) Take any recursive degree c in ~ and any nonrecursive r.e. set D c_ St3. Then 
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there exist recursioe f~-degrees a,b such that c=lub{a,b}, -3D~~ a and 
-~ D ~ b. 
(b) (Solution of Post's problem for recursive degrees with respect o <~o) Take 
any recursive ~-deg~'ee d~ 0~. Then there exist recursive fO-degrees a, b such that 
d = lub {a, b}, -1 a ~ b and -3 b ~ a. 
(c) (Solution of Pos!' s problem with respect to ~. )  Take any recursive ~-degree 
d~ 0~. Then there exist t.r.e, regular sets A~, A2 such that ~A~ <~Az,  -~A2 
~A~ end d is the least upper bound of the degrees of A~ and A~. 
Remark 9. Friedman [2] has already proved (by performing a priority construc- 
tion in S~ similar to Sbore's blocking proof [11]): in weakly ii~admissible ~ there 
exist t.r.e, regular sets A~, A2 such that -3 A1 <~ A2 and -3 A~ ~ A~. Friedman 
has further :;bserved in [2] that for any inadmissible/3 we can find a/3-recursive 
set A such that every t.r.e, and every/3-recursive s t is recursive in A and such 
that 0<~A <t~ 0~. 
Remark 10, It is described in [5] how the admissible collapse can be used to 
extend Shore's result about minimal degrees [10] to more admissible a and to 
show that mJnimat degrees and minimal pairs of degrees exist in weakly inadmissi- 
ble ~ for which the corresponding construction succeeds in the admissible 
collapse of ~. Observe that it follows from the preceding and ~'heorem 7 in [5], 
that we have in fact degress a, bE R such that a¢~0~ and b~0~ but glb {a, b} ~ 0~:~ 
if the admissible collapse is not refractory. Theorem 8 iJl [5] shows in fact that a 
~-degree b ~'.xists such that b~l(O~),  b~O~ and such that for any ~-degree d
we have '°hat d <~e b -~ d ~ ()~, v d ~ b if ~2-cf ~ ~ ~,:~-p ~. This minimal degree b is 
an example of a degree which is recursive ill a recursive degree but which is not 
recursive (by the preceding Corollary). 
The relations between the considered stronger notions of ~-r.e. degrees are 
now clear for weakly inadmissible ~ (the t.r.e., s.r.e., n-r.e. (n ~> 1), n'-r.e. (n ~> 1) 
/3-degrees are just the /3-recursive degrees), but we don't know yet the exact 
relations between these notions for a single ~-r.e. set. It is obvious that for any 
A_~ So: A 1-r.e.--~ A t.r.e., in fact w,. have A l'-r.e --~ A tx.e. Friedman [2] 
asked whether A t.r.c.--~ A 1-r.e. We show after Theorem l l  that this is not the 
case. Nevertheless one .:an find a place for the (more recursion theoretic) notion 
t.r.e, in the (more syr'tactical) notion hierarchy n'-r.e., because we have A 
t.r .e.~ A l'-r.e, in any ~. 
We consid~r formulae of the form Vx ~ p M(x, A, p) where p, p are parameters 
from 88 and m does not contain any quantifier and contains the predicate A only 
positively. M(x, A,p) is then equivalent to a conjunction Ml(x, A, A ,p )^. . .^  
M,,(x, A, p) where every Mi(x, A, p) has the form CP(x, p)vp ~ A vx  ~ A where 
~'~(x,p) is a quantifier free and does not contain A. The foimulae e~ the form 
VxcpM~(x, A, p) which are true in (~, A) can then be enumerated because we 
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can split p into two pieces p', p"e  S o such that 
(f~, A}~[Vx e p' qt(x, p) ^  Vx e p"(x e A)] 
(if P~A is not already true for some parameter p~ep). This shows 
A t.r .e.-->A l '-r.e. (there is no problem with existential formulae ~x~p 
M(x, A, p)). 
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Theorem 11, Let f~ be weakly inadmissible and A ~_ /3 be r.e. Then there exist t.r.e. 
sets M,, M~ such that M o n M~ = 0 and Me U M~ = A. 
Proot. We split A by a simple priority argument in such a way, that for every 
K ~ S 0, K c M~ or K c M~ implies that K has cardinality (in N) less than K. Then 
Mo and M~ are automatically t.r.e, if they are r.e. 
let g : r - - *  A be an 1-1 onto recursive function (if such a g with dora g= I( 
doesn't exist we have A e S o and define Mo: = A). We take a recursive projection 
p of/3 x {0, 1} into ~*  and a recursive function r /~  K~ from/3 onto S~. q : ~ ~/3  
is a cofinat function as before. 
At stop ~ < K of the construction we choose 7/e/3 and ie{0, I} such that 
(a) g(8)eK,~ and 
(b) all elements of g[8]nK  n have been put into M~ and 
(c) if tro= the least cr < K where cr ~ t3 and 
(Sq(~, S,~(,~ n B)~(p((~, i)) ~, ), 
then no r/ 's/3, i 'e  ~'), 1} exist such that 
(Sq(,,,,~, Sq(~,,)nB}~(p((rl', i')) tv ), p((r/ ,  i '})<p((~, i)), g(S)e Kn,, 
and all elements of g[t3]N K,~, have been put into Mr. 
We say then that (r/, i) receives attention at step & We put g(S) into MI_~ and 
proceed to the next step. 
In order to show that this construction succeeds we assume for a contradiction 
that for some ~ ~/3, i e {0, 1} we have that K,  ~ M~ and Kn has cardinality ~> K in 
~.  Choose (r/, i) with this property such that P(('O, i)) is minimal. Choose So < K 
such that 
(Sq~,,~, S ~(~,,)n B)~(p((Th i)) ~ ). 
Then there exists an unbounded r.e. set of steps 8 '> 80 such that g(~5')~ K., 
g[~'] N Kn _~ M~ and some (r/', 1 - i') with p((rl', 1 - i')) < P((~h i)) receives at- 
tention at 8'. This yields a recursive projection of K into p((rh i}), contradicting 
p((n, i)) <~*. 
Corollary 1. The union o[ two t.r.e, sets is in general not t.r.e. 
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Corollary 2, Assume ~ is weakly inadmissible. Then there exist recursive sets 
A ~ ~ which are not t.r.e, and there exist recursive t.r.e, sets D ~_/3 such that D is 
neither 1-r.e. nor 2'-r.e. 
ProoL Take a ~-recursive set A 'c /3  which is not an element of 0~. Then either 
A'  or /3 -A '  is not t.r.e. 
In order to get the set D we use Theorem 11 to split A into two t.r.e, sets 
Mo, M~ such that A=MoUM~,  MoNM~=¢.  Then we define D:=Mo 
× {0}U M~ × {1}. We are using here the pairir, g function for ordinals inside S,, 
which is of course an element of $~. D is obviously t.r.e, and the idea is to show 
that D 1-r.e. or D 2'-r.e. would imply that A is t.r.e. This is easy to see, because 
we have for any K e Sty: 
K ~_ AoK~ K ^ VX~ {{(% 0),(% 1)}! V~ r}vy~{(V,  0) 1 re  K} 
Vz~{(% 1) l ' y~K}( (y~xAz~x) - -~(y~Dvz~D))  
and 
Kc_ A~-*Kc_ r ^Vx ~ {{(3,, 0),(% 1)} t Ve K}3ye  x (ye D). 
Remark 12. Friedman [2] observed that the Sacks-Simpson Lemma (Lemma 2.3 
in [13]), which is an important tool for priority constructioos, might fail for 
K = E~-cf~ in weakly inadmissible ~,  even if r is a regular cardinal in ~. If one 
takes the admissible collapse 92 of ~ in order to analyze this situation, one sees 
immediately that this failure occurs iff E2-cf ~ < r. 
We have E2-cf~ = E2-cf 92. The failure defines a function which is ~2 over 
and cofinal in K. If E2-cf ~I< K one constructs a failure by applying Lemma 3.1 of 
Lerrmn-Simpson [4]. 
The failure usually doesn't bother us if we choose priorities in tp 2 ~ (the tame 
E2-~grojectum of ~) for the priority construction. The reason is that we have 
tp 2 ~ ~ p.  Ez-cf ~ in the relevant case where a greatest 0-cardinal p < K exists. 
This follows because we have tp 2 92~<gc92. ~2-cf92 in the admissible 92 ([14]), 
tp2~tp2  92 and p=gc  92. 
Remar~ 13. If M~ K is a maxilr al set in the admissible collapse 92, then P-I[M] 
is a maximal set in ~. 
Remark 14. The results of this paragraph can be generalized to a larger class of 
weakly hladmissible structures. 
If B_~ Lt3 is not regular over l.r~ we consider the structure ~ = (L#[B], ~_, B) 
where (L,[B]] 3,~ On) is the constructible hierarchy relativized to B (see [1]). 
Then K := Xl-cf ~ and ~* are still well defined and we assume that K ~>~*. In this 
more general situation we can't prove that K ~ Lv[B]^Kc_  tr for some tr< 
K ~ K c L~[B]. Therefore the predicate T, which is defined as before, need not be 
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regular over L,[B]. Therefore the admissible collapse is defined to be the 
structure ~I :=(L~[T] ,  7'). ~ is again admissible and we can proceed as before 
because we have K~Lo[B]AKC_tr for some tr<K---,KeL~[T]. 
Example 15. If to</3 <tocz (tocK:=the first nonrecursive ordinal), then /3 is 
weakly inadmissible with Xm-cf/3 =/3* = ~o. 
Example 1.6. If a is admissible and A _c a is a-r.e., regular and not complete, 
then the structure ~ := (L~, A)  is not strongly inadmissible ([15]). This example is 
relevant because we have that B___ a is ~-recursive iff B<<.w~A and we have for 
sets B, Cc_a that B<.eC iff B<~,A +C (A +C:= A×{O}UC×{1}). ~ is inad- 
missible itt A is not hyperregular. 
Example 17. If a is admissible and a >X2-cf a 1> Xz-p a, then (L~, C) is weakly 
inadmissible where C is a complete regular X~ set, A set B c a is r.e. in (L~, C) iff 
B is Z2 definable over L~. 
Example 18. If /3 has the form p + p where p is a regular cardinal in L, then/3 is 
weakly inadmissible. 
Example 19. The following construction shows that gc/3 > max (Xl-cf /3, /3*) can 
happen (gc/3 is the greatest /3-cardinal). 
Define ao = o~ L and 
a. + i :=/~7(7 > a. ^ Lr <x.., L,,,2L) 
for all n ~ to and take/3 := (lim.~ a,,)+ oJ. We have then Zi-cf ,8 = w,/3*= to~ and 
gc/3 = (/3*)*= (lim.~,., a,,) ((/3*)+ is the next ~-cardinal after/3*). 
Example 20. We get a weakly inadmissible set Sg with gc/3 >Xl-cf /3 =/3*= w if 
we define ao = to and 
a,,+l :=/xV(y > a,  AL~ <~,,., L,o,t.) 
and take again /3 :=(i im,~,oa~)+to. 
Example 21. If 7 is not a gap ordinal, then /3 : = w • 3' + w is weakly inadmissible 
with Zl-cf/3 =/3* = co (see Section 0). 
2. Tame r.e. sets in strongly inadmissible 
So far not much is known about t.r.e, sets in strongly inadmissible tj, in' 
particular one doesn't know whether t.r.e, sets of nonzero degree exist. This 
question is of interest because Friedman [2] showed that for some strongly 
inadmissible /3 every t.r.e, set is of degree 0. 
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Neighborhood conditions like "Km A"  are usually not considered in the fine 
structure theory of L and thus some notions of this theory are not very well suited 
for the study of t.r.e, sets. Especially X, projections are not "tame" enough to 
preserve the property "t.r.e." (i.e. if ]':/3"-~/3 is a X~ projection and A is t.r.e. 
then [-~[A] is in general not t.r.e.). Therefore we introduce the notion of a tame 
projection and define the corresponding notion of a tame projeetum of/3 (tp/3). It 
turns out (Theorem 22) that this projectum has the same nice properties which 
the X,-projectum of /3 has for every n according to Jensen's Uniformisation 
Theorem. It is plausible that the tame projectum of/3 was not considered so far 
because it is the same as /3* if/3 is admissible or weakly inadmissible. A further 
exploration of the tame projectum makes it possible to solve the problem 
concerning the existence of nonzero Lr.e. degrees (in Theorem 29). furthermore it 
is shown that s.r.e, sets of nonzero degree exist iff /3 is admissible or weakly 
inadmissible (see Theorem 26). 
Let/3 be a limit ordinal and let h : Sn --~ S~ be a projection for some 8 ~/3 (i.e. 
h is 1-1 and onto but may be partial). We call h a tame projection if h (i.e. the 
graph of h) is t.r.e, and if h I K is /3-finite for every/3-finite K_mdom h. 
We write tp/3 for the tame projectum of/3, which is the least 8 ~/3 such that a 
tame projection h : S~ --* Sts exists. Analogouzly as for E~-projections we further 
introduce 
0~:= the largest ~ ~</3 such that all t.r.e, sets B_  ,% are regular over S~ (we 
write always t.r.e, instead of/3-t.r.e.), 
~rb := the minimal 6 ~</3 such that a ::.r.e. set B m S~ exists which is not/3-finite. 
The !etters K and q have in this Section the same meaning as before. 
ql'beo,rem 22. Let/3 be any limit ordinal. Then we have 
a) ~[ h:S~--~ Sr~ is a tame projection and B~Sf~ is t.r.e, then h-J[B] is t.r.e, as 
well a,~d we have h-I[B]e S~--~ B s Se [or any set B m_Sf~, 
b) tp/3 : ~ or tp/3 is a ~3-cardinal, 
c) tp/3 = p~= ~r~ >/3*, 
d) ~p/3 =/3* if/3 is admissible or weakly inadmissible, 
e) Y-l-cf(tp/3) so ~<,Xl-cf/3. 
Pro~,f. 
a) We have Kc_h- - l [B ]** 'qHeS~(Hc_hAdomH=KArgH~B)  for every 
/3-firdte set K. 
b), c) Assume that 7r o' <~./3 and that 'rr~' is not a/3-cardinal. Then there exists a 
/3-finite function g which maps S.~; 1-1 onto some S.¢ where ~,<rr~. 
~v defnition of 7rb there exis:s a t.r.e, set B_m S~;, such that -riB e Sty. 
Tb;e se: g[B]c Sv has the same properties, contradicting the minimality of 7r~. 
' Assume that 7r</3. Since ~r is a We want to show that tp/3~.rr:---rra. 
/3-cardinal, ~r is admissible. For the following definition of the function g we take 
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an onto pairing function ( , ) :  ~r x ~r--*tr which is El definable over S~. We write 
Po, P~ for the accompanying projections. 
Take a t.r.e, set B _~ 7r such that -nB ~ S 0. Then there exists a partial recursive 
function f :So ~ B which is 1-1 onto such that 
vK e s~ (K ~_ B ~ 3or (K_  f[s,,])) 
and such that the function or--~ ff3 S,, is recursive and maps/3 into S~ (see [2] for 
similar enumeration functions). - IB  ~ S~ implies that dora f is unbounded in <s~ 
(<s,, is the natural well ordering of So, <s,  is uniformly a~ definable over S~, see 
[1]). Let P be a recursive projection of St~ into/3*. We have/3" ~ ~r because B c_ ~r 
is r.c. and not [3-finite. Define g:S~ ~ S~ by g(z)= (f(z'), P(z))where z' ~s~ z is 
-<s,,-minimal such that z '~domf  and such that we have for the ~r~/3 with 
z*cS,~,~I-S,, that S,,.~::ly (P (z )= y). Then dora g = Sa and g is 1-1. We want to 
show that h: - -g  ~ is a tame projection. Take K~S o such that Kc_dorrrh. 
K ' := po[K] ~ S~ --* ::lcr (K ' _  ¢[S,,]) ~ the function H with H c h, dom H = K is 
/3-finite. h, considered as a set of pairs, is a t.r.e, set because we have for K_  h 
that ::lor (p0[dom K]c_f[S~,]). This shows that tp/3 = ~r~ (tp/3 ~> ~rb follows from a) 
with B := S~). 
' is obvious. In order to show ' - ~r~, we consider a t.r.e, set Bc  ' p~-  _ .'r e. 
For or ~ ~ we have B N or ~ S~, due to the definition of rr~. This implies B f3 or ~ S~, 
because ~r[~ is a /3-cardinal. 
d) The claim is trivial if/3 is adm;~b~c nr if/3" <E~-cf [3 </3 (consider ~r~). If 
/3"=~,~-cf[3</3 we take any [3-immune r.e. set Bc_/3* such that B is not 
recursive and get /3* -  - 7r~. 
e) Take a tame projection h :tp/3--~ S o and a cofinal recursive function q :El- 
cf/3--*/3. Consider k :=h '~ .q  and assume for a contradiction that 3or< 
tp/3 (rg k ~ or). Since h[or] is bounded this would imply that rg q is bounded. 
Remark  23. The definition of a tame projection has some similarity to the 
definition of a tame 2£2 projection in admissible recursion theory (see e.g. [14]). 
Unfortunately the two notions do not fit together. It is essewial that the tame 
)rojectum tp 13 is a [3-cardinal if tp [3 < [3. On the other hand it is important for 
applications of the tame Ez projection in priority construction that we have in 
some cases tp 2 c~ < a even if we can't project any a-cardinal ' tamely"  onto a 
(i.e. gc a <tp2  a). 
Lemma 24. Assume [3 is .strongly inadmissible and B ~_ Se is t.r.e, and regular. 
Then we have B ~ O. 
Proof. Take a (partial) function f :  S o ~ B which enumerates B as in the preced- 
ing proof. We define; Me_ ~¢ × K 0¢ := Y,,~-cf/3) by 
(n, ~)e M ,~ Vx e Sqc~ (x e 13 ---> x ~ /[Sq~j),  
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where we use pairing in the admissible r. M has obviously a lI~ definition over S~ 
and since ~ - M is bounded below fl* we have that Me S o. The function g : r -*  K 
such that g(~0) = tzS((rl, ~J)e M) is therefore fl-finite as well. Then we have for any 
KeSo:  
K ~_ S o - B ~"~rl (K ~_ Sqo~ ^ K N f[Sq~,,~,] =O). 
which shows B ~o O. 
Lemma 25. Assume fl is strongly inadmissible, tp [3 < [~ and B ~ S~vt ~ is t,r.e, Then 
the set {K ~ S,pt~] K ~ S,~t~-- B} is r,e. 
F~'ooL B is regular over Stp0 and there exists a cofinal recursive function 
h : K ~ tp fl (by Theorem 22). Take an enumeration f of B as before and a fl-finite 
function g:K --~ r analogously as in Lemma 24 such that for all 8 e K, B C/S~,<z~ 
f[So(gt~,]. Proceed then as in Lemma 24. 
Theorem 26. Let 13 be strongly inadmissible. Then we have 
a) If A c_ S~ is t.r.e, then A is recursive, 
b) If  A c S o is 2'-r.e. (e.g. if A is s.r.e.) then A ~ O, 
c) N~-cf [3 = N~-cf (tp fl)s,~. 
Prool. a) .~3y Lemma 24 we may assume that A is not regular over S 0 which 
implies that tp[3<[3. Take a tame projection h:Swo- -~S ~ and consider 
B := h-~[A], then B is t.r.c, and A is recursive since B is recursive by Lemma 25. 
b~ Consider A' :={KE Sf~IKAA#{h}. Since A is 2'-r.e. we have that A '  is 
t.r.e, and A =0A' .  Then A' is recursive and we have that Kc_ S o -A  ~ -nK,- A' .  
c) A ,~ line that tp/3 </3 ~nd take a tame projection h : tp/3 ~ S 0. Let g : X ~- 
cf ( tp/3) -~ tp/3 be a cofinal recursive function. Then the function p :~2~-cf (tp/3) --, 
/3 whict is defined by p(6)=lzo'(h[g(8)]c_S,,) is cofiaal in fl and recursive 
because of Lemma 25 (observe that h is always partial). 
Lemma ~7. Assume that [3 is strongly inadmissible and let p ~ [3* be a [3-cardinal 
xuck tha~ £~-cl [3 = £~-cf p. Then there exists a recursive function g : K ~ S o such 
that 
VK~St~ (K~ g--~ 3or < K (dora Kc  or)) 
(which implies ~hat the graph of g is t.r.e.) and such that the complete E~ set C is 
weakly reck, sire in g (which implies that -ng~v f)). 
l~"roof. Take a V I formula q~ which derives C over S,~. Let p:K - ,  p be a recursive 
strictly increasing cofinal function and let f:[3--,, [3* be a recursive projection. 
Define g by 
g(6) := {x ~ Sp(a) ] Sq(~ ::iy (~(y)A f(y) = X)}, 
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where q:~--~/3 is cofinal and recursive, Take any K ~ St~ such that K__c_ g and 
assume for a contradiction that dora K is unbounded in t~, Then H:= [,J(rg K) is 
/3-finite and we have -1 y ~ C~-*f(y)~ H which yields the contradiction that C is 
recursive. Finally we have C~g because 
yc£ C~,::Ix (f(y) = XA ZlH ~ Sv (H ={K ~ S o ! x ~ K}A t~ x Hc .  St~- g ). 
Lemma 28. Assume that/3 is strongly inadmissible and gc/3 >/3*. Then we have 
tp/3 -'~ (/3") + ((/3*) + := the next ~3-cardinal after/3*). 
ProoL Take C, ~, f as in Lemma 27 and define g : K --* S.m+ by 
g(6) := {x ~/3* l S,,¢~)~y (q~(y) A [(y) = x)}. 
It follows as in Lemma 27, that 
VK~$~ (K~ g--*::ltr < K (dom Kc  tr), 
which implies that -7 g ~ S~ and that the graph of g is t.r.e. Since g ~ S(~.)+ we get 
tp/3 ~(/3")+ by Theorem 22. 
Theorem 29. Assume that/3 is strongly inadmissible. Then we have 
a) 
tp/3 </3 *-~ (X,-cf 13 = ~l-cf (/3,)s, Agc/3 >/3'), 
where 
and 
tp/3 =/3* iff Xl-cf/3 =Xl-cf(~*)s, 
tp/3=(/3*) + iff Y.l-cf/3#Yt-cf(/3*) s~, 
b) tp/3 </3o  there exists a t.r.e, set A such that -1A <-~4', 
c) i[ tp/3 </3 then tp/3 is the least ordinal 6 such that a rr.e. set A c_ S~ exists 
which is of n,mzero degree, 
d) if tp/3 </3, then there exists a rr.e. set A c_ S,pe such that every recursiue set 
(especially every t.r.e, set) is recursive in A and such that the complete X~ set C is 
weakly recursive in A. 
Proo|. a) if tp/3 =/3* then we have X~-cf (/3,)s, = Xl-cf/3 by Theorem 26. If Xl- 
cf (/3*)s~ = ]~t.Cf/3 then Lemma 27 (p := t3") shows that tp/3 =/3*. Further, if V.1- 
cf/3 ~ Xt-cf (/3,)s~ and gc/3 >/3", we have tp/3 ~/3* by Theorem 26 and therefore 
tp/3 = (/3*)+ by Lemma 28 because tp/3 is a /3-cardinal, 
b), c), d) Assume tp/3 </3. A t.r.e, set A with all the properties which are 
required in d) is given by the graph of g in Lemma 27 (if tp/3 =/3*) and by the 
graph of g in Lemma 28 (if tp/3 = (/3*)÷). That every recursive set is recursive in g 
follows from C~<,~g (see the proof of Theorem 8). Finally, if t.r.e, set A exists 
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such that -TA ~'-t~ ' t, then A cal~'t be regular by Lemma 24. Therefore there exists 
a er </3 such that ~ D S~¢~ S0, which shows that tp/3 </3 by Theorem 22. 
Remark 30. ¢ := ~, '+ to is an example for tp/3 =/3./3 := wL+ O~ is an example for 
tp/3 =/3*. Example 19 in Section 1 is an example for tp/3 = (/3*) +. If we change 
Example 19 slightly (take ._ L e instead of w L) o~ o - oJ,,, consider substructures of ~o,,+~ 
we get an example for gc/3 > tp/3 =/3*. 
Remark 31. We have proved now, that for every limit ordinal/3 a t.r.e./3-degree 
t exists, which is an upper bound for all t.r,e. /:l-degrees, and that 
(i) t~.~ 0~, if [3 is admissible, 
(ii) t~  the largest re~ursive /3-degree, if /3 is inadmissible and tp/3 </3, 
(iii) t-=-0~, it'/3 is inadmissible and tp/3 =/3. 
Renmrk 32. The three classes of limit ordinals (admissible, weakly inadmissible, 
strongly inadmissible) can be characterized by the solvability of versions of Post's 
problem. Consider the foll~wing three versions. 
(P1) There exist regular t.r.e, sets A,B such that -qA<~aB and mB~t~A. 
(P2) There exist t.r.e, sets A, B such that ~A ~t~B and -riB ~<~,~0A. 
(23) There exist t.r.e, degrees a, b such that for every A e a, Be  b: -hA-';,~t~ B 
and -7 B ~,~ A. 
It follows fr¢~m Sacks-Simpson [!2] and the preceding theorems that (P1) is 
solvable for /3 ili /3 is admissiMe or weakly inadmissible (the same holds for (P2)) 
aPd that (P3) is sotwd~lc for g ill [3 is admissible. 
Red, ark 33. Friedman [2] showed that for example in the case where /3 is 
strongly inadmissible and /3* is a successor cardinal of L we have that every 
regular/3-r.e, set is of degree 0. On the other hand the preceding theorems how 
that t.r.e, sets of nonzero degree may exist in such a /3 (e.g. take Example 19) in 
Section 1). 
Remark 34[. There are examples of strongly admissible /3 where regular r.e. sets 
of nonzero degree exist. Assume tp/3=/3* and take functions g:~¢-->/3", 
q : K -->/3 '~,hich are recursive, cofinal, strictly increasing and continuous (K := Y,~- 
c[/3). Let ~7 be the complete ~ set and let P:Stj--.~ [~* be a recmsive projection. 
Define 
(or. x) E A *-~: 3~ e K (or =: q(~) A g(6) <~ x < g(8 + l) ^  P ~(x) E C). 
Then A i.~ regular, r.e. and of nonzero degree because C~woA. 
Rema~,k 35. The last two remarks together with Theorem 26a), b) show that 
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many conjectures concerning a regular set theorem for ~;trongly inadmissible/3 are 
either trivial or false. 
3. On the interpretation o! some basic notiom 
In /3-recursion theory the "finite" sets are tile elements of S 0 (respectively Lt~). 
It is hardly possible to capture in one definition all properties of finite sets in 
ORT. For example if one wants to preserve the property in /3-re,torsion theory 
that the recursive predicates are closed under quantification over finite sets (this 
property is preserved in a-recursion theory) or if one looks at the structure of the 
lattice of /3-r.e. sets with inclusion this may lead to the consideration of alterna- 
tive definitions ~f "finite" (e.g. elements of S 0 with a "small" /3-cardinality). 
For the following we consider only the usual definition of "finite" because we 
want to discuss instead the definition of "r.e." and "recursive in". There is an 
alternative concerning the definition of a "r.e. set" A because one has to decide 
whether one wants that 
(1) the elements x 6 A or that 
(2) the positive neighborhood facts K__q A (with K/3-finite) 
are enumerable by an enumeration process. 
Whereas in ORT and c~-recursion theory (1) and (2) lead to the same definition 
one has in/3-recursion theory the choice between/3-r.e. (with (1)) and/3-tame re.  
(with (2)). Friedman and Sacks have chosen alternative (1). With this choice one 
doesn't narrow the view in advance and one can still consider t.r.e sets as a special 
class of r.e. sets. In fact the relation between t.r.e and r.e. sets seems to be one of 
the most interesting new probleals in [:l-recursion theory. 
We want to stress here that after the choice of (1) the reducibility relation splits 
into two relations which have to be distinguished carefully. It makes sense to 
define "A is recursive in B"  such that this holds iff A and the complement of A 
are "r.e. in B". Now the definition of "r.e. in B"  should be consistent with the 
definition of "r.e." and should just bring in the additional feature that we may ask 
questions about B during the enumeration process. Here the further problem 
arises of what sort of questions we should allow about the oracle B during this 
enumeration process. A decision concerning this problem seems to be relatively 
independent from a decision between (1) and (2), because here we merely want to 
describe which "abilities" are required of an oracle. If we have in mind that every 
single computation is a/3-finite object in /3-recursion theory it seems very natural 
to allow exactly all questions K ~ B, K ~ CB for/3-finite sets K. Fhus concerning 
the definition of "recursive in" we arrive in /3-recursion theory at <~w0 with (1) 
(with (2) we would arrive at ~<~ and no problem would occur). Of course tbe 
relation <~ is more attractive because it is transitive. But we are not required to 
throw away this relation with (1) because ~<o is in any case the canonical 
definition for "A  can always be replaced by B as an oracle". Therefore/3-degrees 
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are equivalence classes of oracle~ and it makes sense to study these equivalence 
classes. 
Therefore two different reducibil it ies are of interest in /3-recursion theory: 
A ~<~t3B tells us that we can compute A if we assume that B is given. A ~<¢~B tells 
us that the oracle A can always be replaced by the oracle B, 
Both ~-elations are the same in ORT bu; the split occurred already in a -  
re cursion theory (nevertheless it is often said that ~<,, is the definition of 
"recursive in" in a-recurs ion theory; an explanation might be that ane has 
alternative (2) in mind), In/3-recursion theory one stumbles immediately upon the 
fact that there exist 13-recursive sets A such that A ~t~ ¢' Whereas it is absurd to 
say that the "recursive" set A is not "recursive in" the empty set it makes sense 
to say that the "recursive" set A is a stronger oracle than the empty set although 
this effect could not be demonstrated before /3-recursion theory was started~ 
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